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OH ROMEO, ,DONDE ESTAS?
JIMMIE V. REYNA*
Earlier I compared the U.S.-Mexico relationship to Romeo and Juliet and noted
that the relationship is marked by antagonistic characteristics. We all know how the
play Romeo and Juliet ends. We do not know yet how the U.S.-Mexico relationship
will end. In fact, we do not know who Romeo or Juliet is in the U.S.-Mexico
relationship. So when we hear "Oh Romeo, d6nde est$s"' we do not know who
is speaking.
When we listen to concerns being voiced in the United States about Mexico, what
are people really saying? If we listen real closely, we can detect that one of the
reasons for conflicts between the United States and Mexico is that the United States
needs Mexico, and Mexico needs the United States. I do not think we are at the
point anymore where the United States can simply shrug off Mexico, or where
Mexico can say, "Ydnqui, no te queremos.''2 We are beyond that.
The upcoming panel will take a look at the multi-faceted theme of the U.S.-
Mexico relationship. We have two outstanding individuals with us, Dr. Raymundo
Gil Rend6n and Miguel Estrada Smano. Mr. Samano is going to give us, in
English, a survey of the current political situation in Mexico. Then, Dr. Gil Rend6n
will build on Mr. Sknano' s comments giving his presentation in Spanish. We will
then all participate in an interactive discussion on another level--one that involves
our personal backgrounds and cumulative knowledge, but all based on our
respective legal foundations.
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1. "Oh, Romeo, where art thou?"
2. Yankee, we do not like you.

